What Mike Pence Should Say(good for him, good for the nation)
Should Mr. Trump choose to give back the nomination, I will do so as well.
I made a commitment to stand for him and for most of the positions he offers, and I will follow
his and his family's decision. Until there is a decision, you will hear nothing more from me
about the race, only about issues.
America has far more important issues than what one candidate has done in private. The
progressive wing of the Democrats have become strident over the last 20 years, and with it
they have slowly chipped away at our freedoms. Their candidates, Presidential, Senatorial, and
Congressional, promise more of the same. Their mayors, liberals who have presided over the
crumbling of cities, propose more government, and need more bailouts. Their professors
corrupt students with politically-correct nonsense. And their media acolytes poison all of us
with biased reporting that favors progressivism. "Liberty", "E Pluribus Unum", and "In God We
Trust" are antiquated values to most progressives in the media.
Donald Trump is deservedly atop the Republican ballot because he brought issues to the
foreground that Washington insiders didn't want to tackle. None of the other 16 major
candidates did so with such force. Any two of those sixteen would make a far better ticket than
what the Democrats offer us.
If Mr. Trump chooses to give back the nomination, I would like the RNC to consider those from
the outside, who did not seek the presidential nomination this year, FORMER Congressmen,
FORMER governors, and FORMER Statesmen. I'd like the two selected to pledge and be
contractually bound NOT to seek the Republican presidential nomination in four years. My list
would include
Condi Rice
Elizabeth Dole
Duncan Hunter Sr.
Glenn Beck
Jay Sekulow
J.C. Watts
Jim DeMint
John Bolton
Michele Bachmann
Ron Paul
and Tom Tancredo.
The RNC might consider some former Democrats, non socialists who would stand for freedom
against the increasingly oppressive statist Democrats. I would include
Colin Powell

Gary Hart
Joe Liebermann
Philip K. Howard
Sam Nunn
and Zell Miller.
And the RNC might choose from among true outsiders. Here I would include
Ben Shapiro
Cal Thomas
Deneen Borelli
Dennis Prager
John Stossel
Herman Cain
Larry Elder
Laura Ingraham
Mark Levin
Michelle Malkin
Ron Dermer
Tom Sowell
and
Walter Williams
These public servants have proven themselves passionate about improving our republic.
I too am passionate about bettering America. And thus I would allow myself to again be
considered as the Vice Presidential nominee, but not the Presidential one. Should the ticket
not include me, I would be honored to serve with any of the above two as a cabinet member, or
as a liaison to all 50 governors. That position will be needed as the Federal government makes
a long overdue downsizing.
Ballots are printed. Should Mr. Trump resign, what does that mean for an election?
Our beautiful Constitution saves us. Wise electors can sort this out. They have nearly six weeks
after November 8 to truly take the nation's temperature for the candidates our parties put
forth. The Trump / Pence "line" on the ballot can stand for voter sentiment AGAINST the
statist Democrats and AGAINST the status quo. Again, electors have until December 19 to use
the Nov 8 results, take further polls, and assess coalitions that might involve multiple parties.
Take foreign policy off the table (it is owed voter deference anyways). A true referendum
about the biggest domestic issue of our time, the evils of socialism, can be made with all
candidates taking a stand now. It's quite clear where candidates Castle, Clinton, De La Fuente,
Johnson, Stein, and Trump stand now. Let the next few weeks be a chance for voters to learn
about statism and other true issues, and stay away from the personal.

